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THE AWARD-WINNING VOICE OF ARMSTRONG ATLANTIC STATE UNIVERSITY

THE INKWELL
LAST CALL FOR 21?
Luke Farmer
News Editor
news.inkwell@gmail.com

College presidents across
the country, in conjunction
with the Amethyst Initia
tive, have raised the issue of
the drinking age while Arm
strong is dealing with its own
increasing
alcohol-related
problems.
The last three years on
campus have seen a dramatic
rise in the instances of al co
hol related crimes and viola
tions. From the years 2005 to
2007, Disciplinary Actions/
Judicial Referrals for inci
dents involving alcohol rose
from two to 40, according to
the University Police Depart
ment (UPD).
With the increasing stu
dent population, one would
expect the actual number of
crimes to rise proportion
ally. The numbers reported
by UPD far exceed any in
cremental increase attribut
able to population growth.
The multiple hundreds of
percents increase seem to be
part of a larger trend in a na
tionwide rise in alcohol use
on college campuses.
University presidents from
over 100 colleges across the
nation have begun a push for
a national discussion about
the laws regarding minimum
drinking age in America. The
colleges run the gamut from
small liberal arts schools to
prestigious state universi
ties with tens of thousands
of students. Myriad national
publications and press orga
nizations covered the group's
message this past week.
President Thomas Z.Jones
supports the debate and says
that it is an issue that merits
a serious discussion though
he personally has not taken
a side. Armstrong is a "dry"

Another common argu
campus. That means that all
alcohol is banned on school ment made is that the age of
grounds regardless of age, 18 isthe legal agein this c6unand Jones says he doesn't try for every other "adult"
think that would change. activity, including military
When asked if he would keep conscription and enlistment,
"the same school policy, even meaning that someone can
if the drinking age were to be fight a war but can't come
lowered to 18, Jones said "it home and buy a beer.
The presidents' stated
probably would not impact
goal is not simply to lower
on our policy issues."
Only a few decades ago, the drinking age, but to do
which Jones referred to as so in order to allow college
his own college days, the campuses to open up a dia
legal drinking age in many logue to students concerning
states was 18. In 1984 Con the responsible use of alco
gress passed the National hol; something Jones claims
Minimum Drinking Age Act, Armstrong is already doing.
"We have a whole host of
which says that states with a
legal drinking age lower than educational programming
21 will have their Federal to make students aware of a
Highway Assistance reduced whole host of things," includ
by 10 percent. Within a short ing safety and security, cited
time, every state in the union by Jones as the determining
had raised their drinking age factors in the school's yearsold policy for a dry campus.
to 21.
Jones attributes a large
The results have been
portion
of the increase in
mixed, and it is unclear
alcohol
violations to both
whether the increased agehas
led to any significant change stepped up enforcement and a
in alcohol related deaths. dramatic increase in on-camConflicting studies exist that pus housing since the early
point to both a reduction in 2000s. He said that things
drunk driving fatalities, as like binge drinking had been
well as deaths due to alcohol around for quite some time
poisoning due to binge drink on college campuses, and
ing (what the Center for Dis with many students living
ease Control and Prevention away from home for the
defines as fiveor more drinks first time that many such
consecutively). Groups such episodes could be attrib
as Mothers Against Drunk uted to naivete and even
Driving have come out in a "maturation process."
He also stressed the
strong, vocal opposition to
any proposed lowering of the importance of students
understanding and ac
age, citing such reports.
A study by Harvard's cepting responsibility
School of Public Heath found for their own decisions
that over half of all college and conduct and the con
students engage in the dan sequences that come with
gerous practice, while a full them. "We want people to
quarter do so at least six make good decisions; that's
times a month. It is the cul
ture of binge drinking that
DRINKING I P AGE 2
the college presidents are
hoping to address.

Graphic by Tramel Ortiz

Educating educators
Armstrong College of Education welcomes new dean

By Jeremy McAbee
Staff Writer

Dr. Patricia Wachholz
took over the duties of
guiding all four of the col1
lege of education's depart
ments on Aug. 1.
Wachholz's background
in education and adminis
tration is extensive. From
1999 until arriving at Arm
strong, she performed not
only the duties of a ssistant
dean for the Florida Gulf
Coast University (FGCU)
College of Education but
was also an active profes
sor.
In fact, this will be the
first time in her career that
Wachholz will focus solely
on her duties as dean abd

not teach any classes—at
least for the time beihg.
"I've never not taught,
until now. I love to teach
and I love the interaction
with students, and being a
mentor to new teachers,"
she said.
Wachholz's career, which
began as a high school sci
ence teacher, includes a
stint as a middle school
language arts teacher and
encompasses a variety of
teaching positions at many
colleges and universities
throughout the country.
Her first administrative po
sition was as a department
chair at Lane College in
Jackson, Tenn., which was
her last stop prior to FGCU
in Ft. Meyers, Fla.

Wachholz says she sees
lots of potential for Arm
strong's College of Educa
tion and is looking forward
to continuing to improve
the system that teaches our
future teachers. One of her
goals is to implement a pro
gram that she directed at
FGCU, the National Writing
Project. The project works
to improve the writing cur
riculum of schools all over
the country by bringing
teachers together in a net
work of shared ideas and
curricula.
Wachholz said one of her
primary goals in the com
ing months is to prepare
the college for an accredi
tation visit, slated for the
coming spring.'
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Calendar of Events
Aug 28: SGA/ARC Blood Drive. 10:30 a.m.- 4:30 p.m.
Aug 30-Sep 1: AASU Pirate Soccer Shootout
Sep 1: Wesley Fellowship Luncheon 12:00 - 1:10 p.m.
Sep 3: Let's Talk: Diversity Dialogue 12:00 - 1:30 p.m.

Diversity grows with the population
Steady growth should continue with new freshman class
including incoming fresh
men. Andy Clark, the direc
tor of institutional research,
When we heard our alarm sheds some light on the
clocks ringing out on Monday growth in enrollment that
morning, we all knew that Armstrong has experienced
school was back in session. in recent years.
"From fall 2005 to fall
The fall semester is in full
swing and campus is buzz 2007 we grew from 6710 to
ing with students running to 6848 [students enrolled],
classes, standing in line at the which is a 2 percent growth"
bookstore, grabbing a bite at Clark said.
the cafeteria and getting back
Numbers found on Arm
into the college routine.
strong's website put the total
For some, though, it's all number of freshmen frbm
a new experience. This fall 2007 at 1,925, making up
is the beginning of the in 28.5 percent of the school's
coming freshman class' col student population. No of
lege experience and their ficial numbers have been
first opportunity to see what posted as of yet since final
Armstrong has to offer. Early roll call tallies for the current
estimates show a large num semester were not processed
ber of freshmen turn to Arm as of press time.
strong for the beginnings of
Armstrong has also seen
their college careers. Arm its share of diversity among
strong is expecting 850 new enrollment in recent years.
enrollments for the fall 2008 According to 2007 student
semester with a large portion demographics a majority of

By Eric Kramer
Staff Writer
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part of the learning experi
ence at university."
Jones said that Arm
strong's approach was work
ing well, and with the in
creased enforcement more
parties were being disrupted.

Those caught with alcohol,
and students who are under
age in particular, are required
to attend college-run coun
seling session concerning its
abuse and the legal ramifica
tions of their actions. Multi-

pie or violent offenses result
in more stringent measures,
such as removal from stu
dent housing or potentially
even legal action.
Jones seemed to nomi
nally accept the general de
ficiencies in the current ap
proach of underage drinking,
saying, "Any time you can

look a situation where you've
tried many different avenue
. . . and it doesn't appear to
be working; then it's time to
have a discussion."
The too college presi

students on campus are from
white or African-American
backgrounds, but there are
some smaller demographics
that have grown significant
ly. Clark said that the cam
pus has seen an increase in
hispanic and multi-racial en
rollments in recent years, due
to on-campus programs such
as Hispanic Outreach and
Leadership at Armstrong, or
HOLA for short.
Additions to the campus
are also being used as re
cruiting tools to lure new
students.
The school hopes that fa
cilities such as the Student
Center currently under con
struction will have a major
impact on the number of new
'enrollments in the next few
years. Clark said that Arm
strong hopes the additions to
the campus will help with the
recruitment process.

dents appear to have lent
a great deal of credibility
to an issue that has been
slowly simmering for 24
years. Perhaps in time,
when more definitive stud
ies exist, or a consensus on
a responsible age for all
Americans can be reached,

Armstrong students, fresh
men and seniors alike, will
be able to enjoy a beer to
gether legally.

Russian parliament recognizes
breakaway Georgian enclaves
By Tom Lasseter and Alia
Burakovskaya
McClatchy Newspapers
(MCT)

MOSCOW — Russia's par
liament voted unanimously
Monday to recoghize the
independence of two Geor
gian breakaway regions that
its military invaded earlier
this month, intensifying the
Kremlin's showdown with
the United States.
If approved by Russian
President Dmitry Medvedev,
the resolution would give a
domestic legal basis for Rus
sia to essentially take control
of the areas in defiance of the
U.S.-backed government of
Georgia.
In Washington, Ameri
can officials condemned the
measure, saying that it would
be "unacceptable" for Russia
to follow through.
While it is not certain that
Medvedev will give a green
light to the legislation, its
passage was a strong signal
from Moscow.
"Today the parliament
was doing the paperwork on
what has happened de facto:
Russia has formally acknowl
edged that it is a protector of
South Ossetia and Abkha
zia," said Valery Solovey, a
Moscow-based analyst with
the Gorbachev foundation, a
western leaning think-tank.
Russian leaders said they
weren't worried that NATO
would cut off cooperation in
response and seemed confi
dent that America and other
western countries will come
to terms with Russia's ac
tions because they have no
other choice.
Medvedev, said in Sochi,

which borders the rebel area
of Abkhazia, that he was
not especially troubled that
NATO might sever ties with
Russia.
"If they choose to break
off this relationship, even the
whole of it, nothing terrible
will happen," he said, accord
ing to state news services.
President Bush called on
Medvedev not to recognize
the independence of the rebel
provinces, saying in a state
ment that, "Georgia's terri
torial integrity and borders
must cdmmand the same re
spect that as every other na
tion's, including Russia's."
Bush pointed out that in
embracing a French-brokered
ceasefire accord, Medevdev
agreed to international talks
on the security and "stability
modalities" of Abkhazia and
South Ossetia.
"This represents an in
ternationally endorsed ap
proach to these issues which
recognition would under
cut," Bush said. "Recognition
would al?o be inconsistent
with unanimously approved
United Nations Security
Resolutions that Russia has
consistently voted for in the
past. The United States will
continue to stand with the
peoples of Georgia and their
democracy and to support its
sovereignty and territorial
integrity."
The White House also
announced that Vice Presi
dent Dick Cheney would
visit Georgia next month to
demonstrate U.S. support
for Georgia. Cheney also will
stop in the former Soviet re
public of Ukraine, which like
Georgia is seeking NATO
membership, as well as gas-

and oil-rich Azerbaijan
and Italy.
Meanwhile, Sen. John
McCain of Arizona, the
presumptive GOP nomi
nee for president, an
nounced that hisi wife,
Cindy McCain, would be
visiting Georgia this week
to assess the humanitarian
situation there.
McCain, who has taken
a hard line on the Russian
invasion, also told a fundraising luncheon in Cali
fornia, that, "Russian ag
gression is now basically
trying to dismember that
country in many ways."
Alexander Kozlovsky,
deputy head of the for
eign committee in Rus
sia's lower house, echoed a
sentiment held by many in
Russian political circles.
"I am positive that Eu
rope and the U.S. will
respond in a reasonable
manner; the U.S. econom
ic situation is not good,
Russia is on the rise," he
said in an interview. "We
need cooperation."
In Georgia, officials
were dismayed but not
surprised.
Giorgi Kandelaki, dep
uty chair of the Georgian
parliament's foreign rela
tions committee, said Rus
sia's intentions are obvi
ous.
"What they're doing
is annexing parts of an
emerging European de
mocracy," he said. But he
saw a silver lining: "This
will only increase Russia's
international
isolation,
the Russians are shooting
themselves in the foot,"
Kandelaki said.

Photo by Chris Gibson

Many students have already seen the boost in population when they tried to find
a parking spot on the first day of school.

College culture list ages
some, amazes others
By Robin Cowie Nalepa
McClatchy Newspapers
(MCT)

COLUMBIA, S.C. - Pop
quiz: Who's Johnny Carson?
What was the Exxon Valdez?
Ever use a typewriter?
So easy, you say. Well,
guess again.
Touchstones most of us
take for granted have little
or no place in the pop culture
lexicon of those born in 1990,
like much of the freshman
class at USC.
For 11 years, Beloit College
in Wisconsin has published a
list of cultural landmarks that
resonate with 18-year-old
freshmen and just make the
rest of us feel really old (even
though the college's Web site
states it is "not deliberately
designed" to do so).
For instance, for today's
college freshmen,' shampoo
and conditioner have always
been available in the same
bottle. And Wayne Newton
has never had a mustache.
Using the Beloit Col
lege Mindset List as a study
guide, we took to the Univer
sity of South Carolina cam
pus — w here classes began
Thursday — to see what some
students in the class of 2012
do and don't remember. The
answers, well, they are sure
to surprise you.
Like many of us, Sharae

Moultrie, 18, of Myrtle Beach, commercials where a dish
S.C., drinks Coke from plas soap was used to wash oiltic bottles. She does, how drenched birds and baby
ever, remember drinking the seals "up north somewhere."
Andy Bakker, 18, of Den
soft drink from a glass bottle
—once — when she visited ver, Colo., knew plenty about
the Coca-Cola bottling plant Brett Favre, knew the el
in Atlanta.
der George Bush was presi
At least she knew what to dent when he was born, and
do with the glass bottle. A pegged the "Summer of Love"
typewriter encounter didn't
as 1968.
turn out as enjoyably.
Yet, Joseph Jamison, 17,
"I tried to play with it, but
of
Aiken, S.C., was pretty
I didn't know how to use it,"
confident
the season-long
Moultrie said. "My mom had
one. Our computer broke, hippie fest in San Francisco
and she tried to get me to use occurred in 1975 and "had to
do with love or being free or
it."
Sally Free, 18, of Raleigh, whatever," while Meera PaN.C., said she never had used tel, 18, of Florence, S.C., got
a typewriter but had seen one props from her friend for de
once at her grandmother's claring it the title of a book.
house. Oh, ouch.
India Wells, 18, of BethesNew students milling
da, Md., was able to name
around the Russell House
and eating lunch on the pa several Supreme Court jus
tio said, sure, they had read tices, including Clarence
some of the Harry Potter Thomas, who was noted on
books, but they could offer the Mindset List. Others,
only blank stares or head though, said they had never
shakes when questioned heard of him.
about Atari gaming systems,
But perhaps the most tell
Nirvana lead singer Kurt Co- ing answer of all was given by
bain, or whether to call the a young woman who shall re
country that invaded Georgia main nameless to protect the
Russia or the Soviet Union.
innocent (and young).
Bernadette Reimer, 18, of
"Ever heard of Johnny
Oak Ridge, Tenn., knew the
Carson?" we asked.
Exxon Valdez had something
"No — was he a presi
to do with "a leak or some
dent?"thing." She remembered the

(Stock Xchange)

Do you know what this is? A la rge number of people born in 1990 have no recog
nition of classic touchstones from popular culture.
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EDITORIALS
& OPINIONS

The Inkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All submissions must be less than 350 words, and they
must be signed. E-mail your submission to inkwell@armstrong.edu .
Opinions expressed in op/ed columns or in editorial cartoons do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the
newspaper.
The Inkwell reserves the right to edit for grammar and spelling.

NO TO BINGE DRINKING

/
(Stock Xchange)

McClatchy-Tribune News
Service
(MCT)

The college presidents
who want to lower the drink
ing age to 18 from 21 have
got to be kidding themselves.
More than 100 of them
— some from prestigious
schools such as Duke, Tufts,
Dartmouth and Colgate —

have signed a statement call
ing for "an informed and dis
passionate debate" about the
federal law that makes 21 the
legal drinking age.
The presidents are sup
porting the agenda of the
Amethyst Initiative, a recent*
ly started movement push
ing for reconsideration of the
National Minimum Drinking

Age of 1984. Adherents be
lieve the drinking age should
be the same as the legal age
for voting, signing a contract,
owning a house or car, or
joining the military. The col
lege presidents wonder if the
restrictions against drinking
aren't so coercive that they
encourage drinking, espe
cially the binge drinking that

is prevalent on so many cam
puses.
The short answer is: Abso
lutely not. The evidence is all
over the place, in countless
studies and in the experienc
es of young people before the
drinking age was increased.
Studies show that 18- to 21year-olds drank more before
the law was changed.

The presidents should
read the recently published
College Alcohol Study by
the Harvard School of Pub
lic Health, which found that
binge drinking reflects the
culture and conditions cre
ated or tolerated by schools.
Researchers found that per
missive campuses that pro
mote intercollegiate athlet

ics, fraternity and sorority
life had more binge drinking.
Campuses with policies that
ban alcohol and offer sub
stance-free housing options
had far less binge drinking.
So Madames and Messrs.
College Presidents, the ball
is back in your court. If you
want less drinking on cam
pus, promote policies that
will give you that result.

LISTEN UP, MAGGOTS!
* The Inkwell's nnnual •
Journalism

the Editor.
It was a welcome sight spying the new ad
ditions in front of B urnett Hall as I returned
for the fall semester; the new lawn and the
covered b us stop shelter. P rior to these ad
ditions the #14 bus entered the ca mpus
and m ade a U turn exiting r ight o ut and a
lone uncovered bench marked the bus stop.
The new lawn adds an environmen
tally pleasant picture, however, the
bus shelter adds little comfort to one
while waiting for the bus in the rain.
The materials used in the back and sides of
the edifice allow rain to pelt a student seeking
shelter.The screen like back and sides contain
rather large open circular holes allowing wa
ter to seep through. L ast week when H urri
cane Fay exited Florida and brought its wind
and r ain remnants i nto Georgia, re source
ful A rmstrong s tudents w ho w ere w aiting
for th e bus us ed th eir o pened umbrellas
as a li ne o f d efense t o b lock the b ack and
sides of the covering against the elements.
Needless t o s ay it a ppeared c omical to
those of us who wondered who designed and
picked out the materials for our protection.

-Winnie Walsh

* BOOTto

*
CAMP*
Sill'lJUDilY, Sl l'I I VIIti: 15 G
0:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M.
SPECIAL GUEST BOLL CALL! 1
SUSAN CATRON Executive Editor, Savannah Morning News
ANITA HAGEN Asst. Managing Editor, Savannah Morning News
CARL ELMORE Staff Photographer, Savannah Morning" News
HOLLIE MANREIMEll Director, Georgia First Amendment Foundation
MONICA RA1JSCH Professor of Professional Writing, AASU

AND MORE!

I KI T TO .IIX S IT DIM S
ISISI' 1K1 AST AM) U XCII ILL ISf I 'BOVIDID
FOB MORE INFORMATION. EMAI L DR. TONT MORRIS AT

TONV.HORKIS@ARHSTRONO.EDU

.

CAN YOU iJEueve "V/ MAvee HC doesn'T
SOMEBODY NOT KtOOWINCj/ KNOW "THAT THE WHITE'

l\ JU5TH0WMAWVH0VJ5ES/|
"THEY OWN ?

Write a letter to our editor-in-chief to voice your opinions and
be heard.

inkwell@armstrong.edu
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Two for the show
National champion teams honored by Armstrong and congressman
Daniel Callaway
Copy Editor
copy.inkwell@gmail.com

rate your historical season.
Congratulations, and I say all
the best to you, the coaches,
the A.D. and everybody else,"
Three months ago the Pi said Kingston, who presented
rates left Houston with the a framed copy of the procla
mation to the university.
Division II National Cham
Head coach Simon Earnpionships for both men's and shaw also had the opportu
women's tennis, and on Fri nity to introduce members
day the party continued with of both teams to the faculty,
a celebratory presentation at staff and studenfs in atten
Burnett Hall. U.S. Rep. Jack dance before the close of the
Kingston joined the festivi official proceedings.
For senior Johanna Dahlties, bringing a congratula
tory proclamation all the way back, it was her second na
tional championship. Her
from Capitol Hill.
first
came as a member of the
"This is something that
2005
team.
has been passed on the House
"Both
of them were nice,
floor, it's part of the Congres
sional Record to commemo but I think the second one

was the best one because I es both rosters have gone
don't think I really under through as they prepare to
stood how big it was," she defend their championships.
said, adding, "The first time I
"On the men's side we did
was a freshman, and it's just, graduate players of tremen
like, I wanted it at the tour dous experience, but we also
nament, I didn't know how had just two tremendous
big it was."
. Men's team member Paul freshmen on the team last
Bishop, a native of Whitwell, year," he said, looking for
England, said that after most ward to the continued con
of the foreign-born team had tributions of players like Tim
spent the summer at home Johannsen and Rafael Array.
Referring to the women's
abroad that Savannah's ap
preciation still felt fresh.
team, he was optimistic about
"Now is where we're re his incoming recruits.
ally starting to see it," he re
"It really was a tough re
cruiting process this year, es
flected.
Earnshaw also spoke with pecially to replace such great
the Inkwell after the event players, but kind of at the last
and talked about the chang minute it all came together."

Weekly Sports
Trivia Quiz
McClatchy-Tribune News Service
(MCT)

QUESTIONS:
1.) Where did Evan Longoria of the Tampa Bay
Rays attend college?
2.) What was Evan Longoria's major in college?
3.) True or False: Evan Longoria was the 10th
overall pick in the 2006 baseball draft.
| 4.) Whpt position does Evan Longoria play?
I 5.) True or False: Evan Longoria is a native of
|| Florida.
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compiled by Gregory Clay

Both trophies on display Friday morning in Burnett Hall.

AASU Soccer Picked To Finish Second
In 2008 PBC Preseason Coaches Poll
Courtesy of AASU Sports
Communications

with a 5:00 p.m. match
against Florida Southern in
the AASU Pirate Shootout.
The AASU women's soc West Georgia faces USC
cer team enters its fourth Aiken in the first match of
season of competition with the shootout at 2:30 p.m.
AASU r eturns eight start
high expectations, returning
15 players from last season's ers from the 2007 squad, in
squad that hosted an NCAA cluding two-time All-AmeriChampionship match and can forward Kristin Burton,
received a national rank three-time All-PBC midfield
ing for seven weeks en route er Lyndsi Stridden and Allto a 14-5-1 overall record. PBC defender Alyssa Ander
The Pirates open the son. All three players were
2008 season on Saturday selected to the PBC's Pre

season All-Conference squad.
The Pirates also return
forward Brittany Carr, mid
fielder Jamie Craine and
defenders Kelli Bahr and
Jennifer Brian as well as
goalkeeper Tracey Mitchell
among the starters from last
season. A talented group of
newcomers add to the mix
as head coach Eric Faulconer added seven new players
in his 2008 recruiting class.
AASU has been picked to
finish second in the Peach

Belt in a preseason poll of
the league's coaches, which
is where the Pirates have
finished each of the last
two seasons. The Pirates
have also advanced to the
PBC Championship match
and the NCAA Regionals
in back-to-back seasons.
The AASU Pirate Shoot
out wraps up play on Mon
day, September 1, as USC
Aiken faces Florida Southern
at 11:00 a.m. and the Pirates
face West Georgia at 1:30 p.m.

Lightning Bolt
Gold medalist Usain Bolt is now
the fastest man on Earth, after setting
world records in the 100 m and
200 m races.

100-meter world record times

Pietro Mennea

19.72

1979

2008
2008
2007
2007
2006
2005
1999
1996
1994
1991
1991
1988
1983

Tommie Smith

19.83

1968

1968

Olympic games

200-meter world record times
Usain Bolt

Seconds
19.30
2008

12 years before record is broken
Michael Johnson
Michael Johnson

19.32
19.66

1996
1996

17 years before record is broken

Seconds
Usain Bolt
9.69
Usain Bolt
9.72
Asafa Powell
9.74
Asafa Powell
9.77
Asafa Powell
9.77
Asafa Powell
9.77
Maurice Green
9.79
Donovan Bailey
9.84
Leroy Burrell
9.85
Carl L ewis
9.86
Leory Burrell
9.90
Carl L ewis
9.92
Calvin Smith
9.93
9.95

Sprint double
It ha s been 24 years .
since an athlete claimed
both titles
U.S.A.
Usain Bolt
Carl Lewis
Valeriy Borzov
Bobby Morrow
Jesse Ownes
Eddie Tolan
Percy Williams
Haiph Craig
Archie Hahn

2008
1984
1972
1956 |
1936 |
1932
1928
fPll
1904

Jim Hines

NOTE: After 1976, the I.A.A.F. required fully automatic timing to the hundredth second for events 400 m and
under when submitted for record consideration: 1968 times listed are fastest electronically recorded

Source: International Association
of Athletics Federations. AP
Graphic: Melina Yingling

©2008 MCT

Photo courtesy of Sports Communications

Pirate Kristin Burton celebrates after scoring a
goal.
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AASU's luliia Stupak Honored On ITA All-Star Team
singles player in the nation
for a second consecutive sea
son, compiling aperfect 23-0
singles record and earning
ITA Senior Player of the Year
honors. She teamed with
sophomore Gabriella Kovacs
to fashion a 29-3 doubles
record and a No. 3 national
ranking, earning ITA AllAmerica honors in both sin
gles and doubles, and was
also a f irst-team ESPN: The
Magazine/CoSIDA Academic
Ail-American.
The Kiev, Ukraine, native
is the second AASU player to
earn ITA Collegiate All-Star
team honors twice in a career
as she also earned the honor
as a junior in 2007, joining
Zsofia Golopencza (2002,
2004). Other AASU women's
players to earn the honor
include Sandra Van der Aa
Fhoto Courtesy Sports Communications
(t995) and Luisa Cowper'
luliia Stupak pictured with other honorees at the ITA Collegiate All-Star Team luncheon in New Y ork City.
(2006).

NEW YORK, NY rA
gust 26) - Armstrong aJ
standoutr°men's tenni
standout Iulua Stupak wa
0
aTkendinN-1
YoTN
rone, N.Y.,Yduring
the II

Open as a member of th
Intercollegiate Tennis Asso
(ITA) A11"Star ^
The'te
The team was honored
dur

StfiUTe„e„°insa^seUnite'
(USTA) President's Suit!
during Arthur Ashe Kids
Day, presented by Hess
The 25th ed£on of ^
ITA Collegiate All-Star Tean
mcludees the nation's top
ranked men's and women'
tennis players from the sea
son-ending ITA Collegia*
Tennis rankings for all divi
sions.
Stupak finished the 2oof
spring season as the No.

Records falling
m?/'? re^°[ds are being broken during swimming competitions
m the Water Cube'in Beijing.
_
,

,
„

Record
time

,

Mens 400 mIM
Women's 400 m 1M
Women's 100 m backstroke (semis)
Men's 100 m breaststroke
Men's 4 x 100 m freestyle relay
Men's 100 m freestyle (semis)
Women's 200 m freestyle
Men's 200 m butterfly
Women's 200 m IM
Men's 4 x 200 m freestyle relay

j

10

4:05.25
A31M2
58.97

:

59.13
3:12.23
47.20
1:55.45
1:52.09
2:08.92
7:03.24

1;54.82

1:52.03
2.08:45
6:58.56

World records broken By year
10

4:03.84
4:29 45
58.77
58.91
3:08.24
47.05

Previous
record

15

Seoul

Barcelona

Atlanta

Sydney

Athens

•

1988

1992

1996

2000

2004

2008

10

9

10*

8
4

Moscow

1980

Los
Angeles

1984
Source: International Olympic Committee. FINA
Graphic: Angela Smith

Beijing

"So for; 16 events still to be contested
©2008 MCT

Need for speed

100-meter world record times

After breaking the world record for the
100-meter race, Usain Bolt will have
to shave 0.44 seconds off his personal
best to break the 200-meter record.

Pietro Mennea

19.72

1979

2008
2008
2007
2007
2006
2005
1999
1996
1994
1991
1991
1988
1983

Tommie Smith

19.83

1968

1968

Olympic games

200-meter world record times
Michael Johnson
Michael Johnson

Seconds
19,32
1996
19.66
1996

17 years before record is broken

Seconds
9.69
Usain Bolt
9.72
Usain Bolt
9.74
Asafa Powell
9.77
Asafa Powell
9.77
Asafa Powell
9.77
Asafa Powell
9.79
Maurice Green
9.84
Donovan Bailey
9.85
Leroy Burrell
9.86
Carl Lewis
9.90
.Leory Burrell
9.92
Carl Lewis
9.93
Calvin Smith
9 95

Jim Hines

NOTE: After 1976, the I.A.A.F. required fully automatic timing to the hundredth second for events 400 m and
under when submitted for record consideration; 1968 times listed are fastest electronically recorded

Final '08 Grand Slam
The year's fourth and last major tennis tournament,
the U.S. Open, will be played through Aug. 25-Sept. 7.

Louis Armstrong
Stadium

Sprint double
Only eight athletes
have claimed both
titles in the Olympics
U.S.A.
Carl Lewis
Valeriy Borzov
Bobby Morrow
Jesse Ownes
Eddie Toian
Percy Williams
Ralph Craig
Archie Hahn

© 2008 MCT
Source: international Association
of Athletics Federations, AP
Graphic; Melina Yingiing

AASU Volleyball
Picked To Finish
Second In 2008 PBC
Preseason Coaches Poll
Courtesy AASU Sports Communications

Grandstand

USTA Billie
King National
Tennis Center
in Flushing, N. Y.

NOTE: From 1881-1967,
the event was called the
U.S. Nationals and was
open to amateurs

Prize money

Some notable moments

The U.S. Open is the only Grand Slam
tournament with equal prizes for men, women

1920 Bill Tilden, holder of most U.S. crowns,

| $1.5 million

Singles champions

$750,000

Singles runners-up

Grand Slam 'OS champions
Men

Women

Novak Djokovic
(Serbia)

Maria Sharapova
(Russia)

French
Open

Rafael Nadal
(Spain)

Justine Henin
(Belgium)

Wimbledon

Rafael Nadal
(Spain)

Venus Williams
(U.S.)

Roger Federer
(Switzerland)

Justine Henin
(Belgium)

2007 U.S.
Open

© 2008 MCT
Source: United States Tennis Association, WTA, ATP

1941 Margaret Osborne du^ontTho^
women's titles, wins first championship

1970 Margaret Smith Court wins women's

The top three finishers in the U.S. Open Series of tournaments
fDlaved ail over the U.S.) are eligible for bonus prize money
depending on their finish at the U.S. Open

Australian
Open

wins first of seven singles titles

singles and women's and mixed doubles

1974 Billie Jean King grabs fourth singles title
1982 Chris Evert Lloyd wins sixth singles title
1983 Jimmy Connors becomes the first man
jn 59 years to win five singles titles

1987 Martina Navratilova repeats Court's feat
1999 Serena Williams is second African-American
to win U.S. Open women's singles title

2002 Pete Sampras wins his fifth U.S. Open title
and 14th Grand Siam crown

2004 Roger Federer is the first man in 16 ye;
to win three Grand Siam titles in one ys

2005 Kim Clijsters wins $2.2 million, the largest
prize in women's sports history

2008 Rafael Nadal is the first since Bjorn Borg
28 years ago to hold French Open and
Wimbledon titles simultaneously

1984
1972
1956
1936
1932
1928
1912
1904

The Armstrong Atlantic State
volleyball squad enters a new era
in 2008 with new head coach
Will Condon directing the Pirates
and hoping to turn around a 1620 season that was the Pirates'
first losing season since 1998.
The Pirates, picked to, fin
ish second in the preseason PBC
coaches' poll, return a pair of
All-Conference performers in
Gwendolyn Clarke (2007 AllPBC) and Rindy Vidovich (2006
All-PBC), as well as sophomore
setter Hannah Segebart, sopho
more outside hitter Brendyce
BucLd and junior defensive spe
cialist Nicole Yates, who set the
single-season digs record in 2007.
Seven newcomers join the Pi
rates in 2008, including junior
college standouts Amy Birkemeier
andMichele Remlinger from South
Florida CC; freshman outside hit
ter Torrie Bevolo; junior setter
Marina Marinova from Arkansas
Little-Rock; freshman middle hit
ter Casie Richards, freshman libero/setter Natalie Edgeworth and
freshman libero Casey Howett.
AASU opens the season at the
Anderson (S.C.) invitational on
Friday, August 29, facing Newber
ry at 4:00 p.m. .and North Green
ville at 8:00 p.m. The Pirates
wrap up tournament action on
Saturday, facing Anderson at 1:00
p.m. and Benedict at 7:00 p.m.

I
I
|
|
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Calendar of Events

ARTS
&
ENTERTAINMENT

Sep 1 - Sep. 22: Modern Masters - An exhibition highlighting several of the early 20th-century modern artists at Red Gallery, 201 E. Broughton
St. Artists include Salvador Dali, Henri Matisse, Joan Miro and Pablo Picasso.
Sep 6: The Armstrong Atlantic Youth Orchestra Program (AAYO) will have one extra audition date: Saturday, Sep 6 beginning at 11:30 a.m.
Sep 15 - Oct 3: The AASU Department of Art, Music & Theatre presents its 2008 Faculty Art Exhibition in the AASU Fine Arts Gallery. Gallery
hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., weekdays. Admission is free.

Art, music and theatre
department weaves new exhibit
Savannah Fibers Guild showcases area artists
By Joseph Peters
Staff Writer

The department of art,
music and theatre is cur
rently hosting an exhibi
tion by the Savannah Fibers
Guild. Pieces include but are
not limited to the quilts and
scarves one would expect to
find at a fibers exhibition,
and these artists' attention to
detail is nearly unmatched.
The patterns that make up
the piece "Friendship Cover
let" are delicately crafted, and
the contrast of dark blue with
pale white creates a calming
harmony.
There are also the eye
catching colors of "Homage
to Klimt," by Doris Grieder
who uses gold and black to
accent a dazzling array of
purples, pinks and pale blues,
creating a quilt that is simply
fun to look at. A native of
Switzerland, Grieder remem
bers her childhood knitting
and sewing classes as "one
of t he few in which I always
excelled," and she is indeed a
master of her craft.
It is her work with yarn
baskets where one can see
the full extent of her exper
tise. Baskets aren't supposed
to be made from yarn, yet
Ms. Grieder has perfected
the technique. The end result
is a collection of baskets that
is aesthetically pleasing and
technically sound. A picnic
might not be feasible, but the
beautifully colored baskets
would feel right at home on

any dorm room desk.
More beautiful colors can
be found in the "Patty Culea Doll Workshop" exhibit.
Though the five dolls are not
woven, their outfits are, and
all five of them stand out.
One is dressed in lavish golds
and greens; a second is fitted ,
in deep purples; the one in
the center has a fruit basket
for a hat. In this exhibit the
little things matter most, and
they are done to near perfec
tion.
Several other pieces in the
exhibition stand out. Andrea
.Shapiro's "Adaptation of
Ancient Peruvian Weaving"
uses symmetry and a regal
color scheme to create a print
that looks like something one
might find in ancient Peru.
Rebecca Maher's quilt, "My
Jungle Friends," uses large,
cartoon-style figures to cre
ate an eclectic still-life.
Perhaps the most unique—
and the most relevant—piece
in this exhibit is done by Car
rie Chapman. Made from
handmade paper, it is a face,
presumably the artist's, sur
rounded by a simple, square
black border. Naturally, it is
called "My Face Book".
The Savannah Fibers
Guild's exhibition will be
running until September 5,
and is open from 9:00 a.m.
until 5:00 p.m. on weekdays.
Located in the Fine Arts Gal
lery, admission is free, and
the exhibit is open to the
public.

Photo by Yvette Wheeler

This piece, titled "Blue Agate," is a weaving created by artist Ann Doherty and uses a "Floating Squares"
technique.

Explosions! Cars! Characters?
Death Race delivers adrenaline and dodges depth

by Joseph Peters
Staff Writer

Action. Drama. Mack
trucks with flamethrowers.
These are the three key com
ponents of Death Race, an
exercise in testosterone that

hits its mark and misses just
about everything else.
The concept is simple
enough. In the future, pris
oners race each other in
cars equipped with machine
guns, napalm cannons and
light weight missiles, just to

name a few. This race is held
monthly on pay-per-view for
the low low price of $250,
and if one of the prisoners
can manage to win five of
these races they earn their
freedom.
The race itself is the heart

of this film, and those scenes
are a collage of brutality and
adrenaline mixed with a tiny
bit of humor that keeps the
movie from being one big
bloodbath. The cars are all
styled to their driver, and as
a result we get our hero (Ja

(MCT)

Jensen Ames (Jason Statham) and his navigator, Case (Natalie Martinez), drive Frankenstein's Monster in a n
action-thriller set in t he near future, with the world's most brutal sporting event as its backdrop ~ "Death Race."
*

son Statham) cruising along
the track in a Ford Mustang,
while his nemesis Machine
Gun Joe (played by Tyrese
Gibson) barrels through oth
er vehicleswith a DodgeRam.
It is very much like watching
a video game; in fact, it prob
ably will be a video game in
the near future.
The action in the movie is
raw and entertaining; every
thing else about the movie is
anything but. The dialogue
is kept simple, which is both
good and bad. Good, because
it serves to focus the attention
on the race itself, the strong
point of th e movie; bad, be
cause it sacrifices any charac
ter depth at all and makes the
characters feel wooden and
two dimensional. Statham,
star of several adrenalinethemed romps, delivers the
same British accent and large
muscles that he's given us in
every other one of his films,
and the rest of the cast fills in
the blanks with larger-thanlife caricatures whose only
goal in life, it seems, is to kill
people — With cars.
The plot can be difficult

to follow, as though it was
designed for people with
Attention Deficit Disorder.
Things happen in this movie
for no real reason, are never
explained and are ultimately
forgotten as the next driver
is murdered. The attempt at
satire is a valiant one, but it
feels like something thrown
in at the last minute in an at
tempt to give a very shallow
movie a little bit of depth. It
fails.
There are few movies
that can compare to Death
Race on an action level, and
if you're looking to get an
adrenaline buzz off some
thing you've only seen in vid
eo games, this isthe movie for
you. But if the first thing you
said when you saw the trailer
wasn't "That looks so cool!"
you'd be wise to skip this one
when you go the theater.

2 stars (out of 5)
Director: Paul W.S. Anderson
Cast: Jason Statham, Joan Allen,
Ian McShane,Tyreese Gibson
Run Time: 89 mins
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Madness by the numbers
A review of Davit

lrn's "Proof'

by Yvette Wheeler
A&E Editor
arts.inkwell@gmail.com

luminate it. "I don't believe a
mind like his could just shut
down," he says of Catherine's
father.
"Proof' deals with the
There is a glimpse of the
subject of lost days. It centers unfulfilled desires in Cathe
on the story of a young girl
rine's life, due to growing up
Catherine (played by Lindsey while taking care of her sick
Woo), who at the opening father. Forced to drop out
of the play is mourning the of Northwestern, where she
loss of her father. Her father too was a brilliant math stu
Robert (Peter Mellen), was a dent, she has spent the last
talented mathematician and few years taking care of her
professor at the University father as he scribbled into
of Chicago who "revolution notebooks. Catherine has
ized the field" of mathemat grown embittered since his
ics. So great was her father's death, for Claire wants to sell
impact in the field that after the aging house and move
his death students still come her sister back to New York
to his house to look for the with her.
marks of his greatness, even
But, saddled with a secret,
as his writings reveal he Catherine is left to wonder if
slipped into insanity.
is she like her father? Could
After her father's funeral, her father's sickness be in
Catherine's sister, Claire herited? Could his talents?
(Carmel Futrell), calls her to
The father that the audi
come to New York with her
ence
gets to see is mostly in
and her husband for fear that
flashbacks
or in Catherine's
Catherine is losing herself in
memory.
He
is a vibrant
despair. Catherine spends
man,
but
also
a
man teetering
her nights alone, drinking
in the crumbling house she desperately between the real
shared with her father. Har world and his daydreaming
old, or Hal (John Martin), is world where he used to "write
the former student of Cath proofs like music." Some
erine's father, and, when times he is lucid enough to
not teaching at the Univer work, and he comes alive in
sity of Chicago, he spends these moments, excitedly inhis nights going through his
teijecting theories of proofs
former master's work to find
anything of meaning from in regular conversation, but
the professor's declining the numbers just don't seem
years. "There is this fear that to come together anymore.
Robert often calls on his
creativity peaks around 23,"
"machinery" to work as it
Harold says.
This becomes the line that once did, but when it fails we
hangs over the entire play. see not only his failures, but
Hal, already 28, is trying to we see the disintegration of
discover for himself what his daughter's freedom in his
the professor did in his late presence. This, juxtaposed
life. Hal feels that if h e can with Catherine's character,
not achieve his own great shows the audience why she
ness, then he can at least il- fights so hard to hold on to

Photo courtesy of the Department of Art, Music and Theatre

To close its 2008 summer theater season, the department of art, music 81 theatre presented David Auburn's
suspenseful drama "Proof."
her father's memory and to all the more enigmatic once
her life in Chicago, even at they are all that is left.
The award-winning play
the expense of her happi
by
David
Auburn was made
ness.
into
a
movie
in 2005 starring
The final mystery of the
Jake
Gyllenhaal,
Anthony
play comes from the ques
Hopkins
and
Gwyneth
Paltion of the identity of a note
trow.
It
was
adapted
by
the
book's author. Could it be the
Armstrong
Masquers
for
the
final struggle of the brilliant
summer
and
fall
production.
but troubled Robert in a rare
moment of clarity? Neither Woo's Catherine isa magnetic
Catherine nor Hal could character who takes a sparse
make much of h is notebooks set of the home's backyard,
before he died, and they seem where the entire play takes

place, and makes you forget
that a story such as this even
needs a setting. So enthrall
ing is the young actress' gaz
ing off into her memory that
we are able to journey with
her and fully engage both
the joys and sorrows she em
braces. Still, there is no note
overplayed in this drama.
She appears bitter towards
anyone willing to steal from
her father's great legacy, as
well as when she decides that

Crossword
HOUR
11-7 MON-Fftl
Hflm

ColJeqeNight
15% OFF with College ID

Afil'l

Military
Appreciation
OFF
Service Industry Night
15%

with Military ID

$1 OFF Everything After 10 PM

ig
Military Appreciation
REE

15% OFF with Military ID

coircgrmght

Service industry Night
15% OFF wi t h c o l l e g e ID

jager^wmb

5

Game Days
BEER SPECIALS

, NFL Package
liege Football
Food t Drinks
MNCE FLOOR * MR*®1*6

Hiring
,Bands
ITS WELCOME

9I2.925.7D0

1
2
3
4
5
6

DOWN .
Beat the wheat
Funeral coach
Country created
in 1948
AAA offerings
Tennis champ
Monica
Give it a whirl

1

2

Sausage and
4

3

7

5
6

14

•

22

!

28

37

23

24
•30

34

40

48
•53

63
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12

By Kristen Alonso

19

J

•
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•
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•
•
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•
•
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msgm
25

26

27

1 cup rice

35

44

50

54

55

•L

1 pkg. smoked sausage

45

46

47

J/i onion, chopped

1 can corn, drained

52

56

59

64

65
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7 Thinks the world
of
8 Yes or no
intensifier
9 Act vigorously
10 Chanteuse
Lane
11 Glass bowl
inhabitant
12 Optic orb
13 Pentagon grp.
19 Lose an
opportunity
21 Facade
24 Nearby things
26 Kitty stake
27
of the
d'Urbervilles"
29 Grieve
32 Turkish nabob
34 Nautical craft
35 Put forth flowers
36 Frosted
37
Scotia
38 Living space
39 Philippines
machetes
41 Crams

Ingredients:
llllllll

32

3,

43

49

Company

13

39

38

42

11

16

21

29

33

60

9

18

20

57

,0

15

17

36

8

CM
CD

ACROSS
Crave a drink
Linguistic suffix
Weather-beaten
"The Scarlet
Letter" woman
15 Sides of a cube
16 Irish lad,
informally
17 Not often
18 Shook
20 Clear the tape
21 Took across the
river
22 Compass dir.
23 Thoroughfares
25 Pudgy
28 Big wheel on
board
30 Catcher's base
31 Backbone
33 Convection
appliances
35 Blows one's own
horn
36 Coroner's
investigation
39 Turns red
40 Intended route
41 Kiosk
42 Roy's wife Dale
43 Italian explorer
44 Pinnacle
48
es Salaam
49 Class of travel
52 That woman
53 Calculates a
score
55 Deck out
57 Second
spouse's boys
59 Steel-gray metal
60 Yours and mine
61 R-V connection
62 Immerses
63 100 centavos
64 Abnormal
insight
65 Very persuasive

1
7
10
14

she too may be meant to be
happy. And we believe John
Martin's Hal is empathetic
to Catherine's, struggle while
enduring his own struggle
against the temptation to be
near greatness again.
The play itself stops short
of sentimentality, and the
crew is faithful to the ten
sions that the fine line be
tween brilliance and mad
ness reveal. In the words of
Hal, "It's just elegant."
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43 Indicates the
way
45 Take your pick
46 Half-fish
creatures
47 Hemingway
50 Finalize

51
54
56
57
58
59

fc*

Yokel
Lhasa
Medicine
Concession
Day of the wk.
Atlanta-based
health agcy.

1.Cook rice according
to package directions.
Meanwhile, slice sausage
into '^-inch-thick pieces
and heat in skillet over
medium heat for 10
minutes. Turn until brown
on both sides. Add onion
and saute.
2. When onions are soft,
add corn and cook until
heated through.
3. Spoon over rice and serve
immediately. Serves three
generous portions.
"Health tip: Use turkey
sausage for a lower-fat
meal
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TICKETS AVAILABLE at SAVANNAH CIVIC CENTER BOX OFFICE or ETIX.COM
S17-S57 ($7 Child Ticket Special) + HC • VIP EXPERIENCE PACKAGE AVAILABLE • WWW.FLASHBACKTOUR.COM

Classifieds
After-school care needed for two children M-F. Must have own car. Please call 912.659.690.

Win FREE tickets to this show

.

bring this form to the Inkwell @ 202 in the MCC
or email us the information at contest.inkwell@gmail.com

Phone

Live Wire Music Hall and Cafe is seeking DYNAMIC, FLIRTY, HARD WORKING people who can also sell! W e
need bartenders, wait staff, cooks, dishwashers, bar backs, bouncers, musicians and comedians! P lease
apply in person at 307 West River Street.

|

Must be a student to win.
3 winners will be selected from a random|
drawing on Sep 2, 2008. Student ID required.

Apply in person between 4:00-7:00pm W e are open 4:00pm-3:00am W e will soon be open 11:00am3:00am. We have LIVE MUSIC Mon-Sat and Comedy every Wed! Co me see us!
Condo near Armstrong for rent

One bedroom; newly remodeled; includes sunroom, full kitchen, washer/dryer. Hoover Creek is a
gated community and features a hot tub, fitness center, pool and deep water dock. $875 a month
with a $500 deposit. Pets under 40lbs are allowed; requires a $250 deposit.
Contact Diana Morrisonat912.604.1652 orDiana@adspecialityservices.com

13051 Abercorn Street
912.925.5398

Bring a friend to

on Abercorn

(In front of Home Depot, Savannah)

for Breakfast, Lunch or Dinner
Happy Hour 3-7
u
L
,
f
. Y> \,

Monday - Friday

5 0 (£ Drafts
with Purchase of Appetizer Sun -Thurs 6 - close

FREE 1 /2 Hour Pool with Lunch Purchase from Open - 3PM
7 Days a week

Free Chick-fil-A Sandwich
with the purchase
of the same
Not good with any other offer. One coupon per person per visit.
Closed Sunday's. Valid Only at: Chick-fil-A on Abercorn
(in front of Home Depot). Expires: September 30,2008

Free Chicken Mini's
3 Pack with any
purchase
Not good with any other offer. One coupon per person per
visit. Closed Sunday's. Valid Only at: Chick-fil-A on

Abercorn (in front of Home Depot). Redeemable only during
breakfast hours. Expires: September 30,2008
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